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About This Content

Purchase this DLC pack to gain access to the premium Jason Skin: Retro Jason plus his special weapon!

MORE ABOUT FRIDAY THE 13th: KILLER PUZZLE…

Help legendary horror icon Jason Voorhees stalk and slay campers across 100+ puzzle levels in a hilariously off kilter puzzle
game. From the campgrounds of Crystal Lake to the highrises of Manhattan, from supermax prisons to space stations, Jason will

terrorize victims across the world... and beyond!

Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle is developed by the makers of cult hit SLAYAWAY CAMP (5/5 -Rue Morgue, Touch Arcade,
Gamezebo... “The most ridiculously, absurdly, insanely over the top violent game I’ve ever seen.” -Dread Central).

Key Features:

 8 gut-wrenching “episodes” for over 100 free-to-play puzzle levels!

 See Jason like never before: Supermax Jason, Frozen Jason, Apocalypse Jason & More!!!

 Traps! Cops! SWAT teams! Land mines! Rotary telephones! Teleporters! Cats!

 Choose ‘R’ mode for dozens of gruesome Kill Scenes, or ‘PG’ for an almost family-friendly puzzle experience
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 Level up and unlock tons of horrifying murder weapons.

 Trade in your rusty and unwanted weapons for shiny elite ones!

 Daily Death challenge offers a new puzzle each day!
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Title: Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle - Retro Jason
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i (i3, i5, i7) Level CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any on-board sound should work.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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friday the 13th killer puzzle retro jason

Game shows promise, but it's glitchy as anything and there really isn't much content. For the price tage I'd say, give it a miss.

It's a fun twin stick shooter with cool RPG elements, but you'll find yourself maxed out in no time and out of new things to do
within an hour. The game then devolves into repeating the mini game sover and over for no real reason.. I highly recommend
this game for a few hours of casual fun. The game is ideal for those situations when you need to kill 10 or 15 minutes and have
your computer handy. It will run on just about anything, the learning curve is about as steep as wooden shim, and you have
automatic saves after every 5 minute round of bowling.. I can only imagine the madman who thought up this weapon. This game
is NO LONGER BEING WORKED ON. so i do not recommend it and i want my money back. P L E A S E. [ ; E A S E!!!. f
this game and developers, greedy f#cks, good job losing ur customer's trust w ur shady dlc vs expansions vs deluxe edition
practices, shady non transparent @ssholes
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I did not try with VR

The game starts pretty vague but enjoyable, and then continues to be really vague and some sort of horror game. It has not much
content and a lot of the puzzles you have to solve or things you have to find are not well explained, this all combined with long
speeches you have to hear that make you unable to run for a long time make me give this game a thumbs down.. Excellent game
involving both economic and military tactics. Hot seat mode is wonderfully fun to play with a friend. Worst part of game is
single player campaign mode. Heven't tried online mode. But when playing in the "hot seat" mode is a wonderful and rewarding
time waster.. Wallpaper Engine with Live2D Support + Widget + 360 Videos

But, you can put things together by yourself.

"Create your own unique desktop."

Cons:
- Lack of content in Steam Workshop. Wish the developer would have stuck with this. Sequel sucks.

I would listen to The Tron: Legacy soundtrack while playing this. It was ♥♥♥♥in epic. And if your CPU can take it, you'll see
some crazy stuff go down, in some HUGE galaxies. 100x better than Galactic Civ or Sins of a Solar Empire.

And if you get this, check out a mod called Galactic Armory. You are the editor of The Westport Independent with a oppressive
government. You decide the future of your paper, employees and the country.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQjGvgQ93ZU. Would be nice 15 years ago.. do you want to sign up for a bomber man
clone with 0 players online?
then this is the game for you
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